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On imbedding theorems 
By L. LEINDLER in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor B. Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
Let (p(x) = q>p(x) ( / ?=! ) be a nonnegative increasing function on [0,«=) with 
the following properties: 
<1) ^ t and ^ a s ' * — . W X X" 
1 
The set of the measurable functions f ( x ) on [0, 1] for which J <p(\f(x)\)dx<°° 
o 
will be denoted by cp(L). 
If f{x)£(p(L) then the "modulus of continuity of f ( x ) with respect to cp" will 
be defined by • 
wv(SJ) = sup cp{f <p(\f(x + h)-f(x)\)dx (0 s i S 1), 
•where <p(x), denotes the inverse function of cp(x). 
If cp(x)=xp 1) then (p{L) and «,,,(<5,/) will be denoted, as usual, by LP and 
<op(5,f), respectively. 
P. L. UL'JANOV has proved imbedding theorems in several papers (see for in-
stance [4] and [5]). Among other things, he gave conditions which assure that a 
function f(x)6LP ( / ?£ 1) should belong to another space V (v>/?). A sample theorem 
is as follows (see [4], Theorem 1): I f f ( x ) £ L " (p^ 1) and 
<2) ¿ „ ^ ( I , / ) ^ , 
then f(x)£L\ 
In [1] we generalized some of Ul'janov's results and gave conditions assuring 
the transition from L" to L p ( l n + Lf (see Corollary 1, in case p= 1 see also Theo-
rem 2 in [4]) and from LP to cpv(L) (see Theorem 2). The latter result states that if 
f(x)ZL' and 
<3) M ^ ^ r ^ y j 
then f(x)£cpv(L). 
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It is clear that in the special case <pv(x)=xv (3) reduces to (2). 
In the present paper we are going to give conditions which assure t h e 
transition f r o m an arbitrary collection <pp(L) to another <pv(L). 
More precisely we prove the following theorems 
T h e o r e m 1. Let f ( x ) £<p(L) (<p(x) = <pp(x), p=\) and let {/t} be a nonnegative 
monotonic sequence of numbers such that 
(4) ' 
k = m K m 
x ) 
where s = ( 4 [ / > + 1] + 2 ) _ 1 , 2) and furthermore let A ( x ) = £ y • 3 ' 
FC= I k 
Then 2 ~ (p ' / j j < c o impHes fix)£<p{L)A(L), and 
( 5 ) j<p(\f(x)\)A{\f(x)\)dx s K{<p, 1) { J j ^ <p , / ] ] + }<p ( | / ( x ) | ) ¿ x j . 
T h e o r e m 2. Set cp(x) = (pp(x) and i p ( x ) ~ ( p v ( x ) ( p , v s l ) . Let be a non-
negative nondecreasing sequence of numbers with 
(6) i f r ^ f f , 
and denote by Q (x) the continuous function which is linear between n andn + 1 furthermore 
q («)= e„ • Suppose that f ( x ) £ <p (L) and 
+ " « ( n ' 7 ) ) ) n2 
Then f ( x ) £ip(L)e(L), and 
' f H \ № M \ f ( x ) \ ) d x * 
(7) 
S K(cp, Q) { J "A (<P [rxp (a>„ ,/])]] + f ( / <p (|/(*)|)*)}. 
') K and Kt, denote either absolute constants or constants depending on certain functions 
and numbers which are not necessary to specify; K (a, P,...) and Kt (a, 0,...) denote positive constants-
depending only on the indicated parameters. These constants are not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. 
2) |>] denotes the integral part of y: 
b 
3) 2' where a and b are not necessarily integers, means a sum over all integers between a a . 
and b. 
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The methods of proof of these theorems are similar to those of Theorem 1 
and 2 given in [1], but new lemmas, using the modulus of continuity co,,, , y j 
instead of <op |4->/j> have to be introduced. The proofs of these lemmas run simi-
larly to those of the old ones which were proved partly by P. L. UL'JANOV [4] and 
me [1]. 
These theorems have the following two corollaries, which have so far been 
proved only for q>{x)=xp and g t = l (see in [1] Corollary 1 and Theorem 2). 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If f{x)£cp(L), £ > - 1 and 
then / ( x K < p ( L ) ( l n + Z . y + 1 . 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If f(x)£L" ( p ^ l ) and 
iM'MiMH 
¡then f(x)£ij/(L)g(L), where ij/(x), gk and Q (X) have the same meanings as in Theo-
rem 2. 
From Corollary 2, by choosing special QK and we obtain two other corol-
Jaries. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If f ( x ) £ Lp ( p S l ) , 0 ^ o c < l , P^O and 
n = 2 « 
ithen f(x)£il/(L)Lx(ln+ Ly. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. If f(x)£Lp (p^ 1), vi=p, OSoc<l , jS^O and 
2 (lnnyn» +* 2 col 
n = 2 
:then f(x)£U +*(\n+ Ly. 
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§ 1. Lemmas 
We require the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. ([4], Lemma 7'.) If f ( x ) £ L(0, 1) and F(z) is a nonnegative non-
increasing function equidistributed with | / (x) | , that is, 
. m e s { x : x € [ 0 , 1 ] , | / ( x ) | > y} = mes{z: z € [ 0, 1 ] , ^ ) > y}, 
then 
sup / \f(x)]dx = f F(z)dz 
£<=[o,i] £ 
|E |=* 
for any OSocSl ; furthermore if and 
sup j\f(x)\dx = j\f(x)\dx, 
then 
sup j\f(x)\dx = J F(z)dz. 
E c [ 0 . 1 ) - £ 0 / 
|£|=a 
L e m m a 2. ([5], Remark 1.) If f{x)£q>{L) and 0 ;Sa<Z>Sl , then 
J f < P ( l / M - / 0 ) 1 ) d x d y = 2 / {bf'<p(\f(u+y)-f(y)])dy}du. 
a a 0 a 
L e m m a 3. Let <p(x) = (pp(x). If u(x) and v(x) are nonnegative measurable func-
tions on the interval I, then we have • 
<P 
J u(x)v (x) dx J u(x)q>(v (x)) dx 
ä 2P — 
J u(x)dx J u(x)dx 
This lemma immediately follows from results of H. P. MULHOLLAND [2] (see 
Theorem 1 and Remark 2. 34). 
L e m m a 4. If o„SO and A„>0, then 
2 K <P 2«¡1 ^ K(<p) z 2 J • 
n = l \i= 1 J n= 1 ^ n fc=n ) 
This lemma is a part of Theorem of J. NEMETH [3] (see the inequality (8) of 
Theorem). 
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L e m m a 5. If f(x)£(p(L) and 
k+ 1 
ip n (x ) = n f f{t)dt for L k + l n' n 0 
then 
( 1 - 1 ) }<p {\m-tn(t)\)dt ^ KM? 
P r o o f . Using Lemma 3, we obtain that 
t+ i t+ i 
} cp{\f(t)~xK{t)\)dt= " f f <p[\f{t)-n J f(x)dx\)dt 
(1.2) 
t+l k+l 
s 2 J cp{nf \ f ( t ) - f ( x ) \ d x ) d t s 
k — 0 i. i. 
k+J n + 1 
n-1 " 
? *.(*>) 2 f {n f <p(\f(t)-f(x)\)dx)dt = f . 
k = 0 k_ k_ 
n n 
Next we use Lemma 2 and have 
h ^ 2K, n 2q / { / <P (I f{u + y) -f{y)\)dy} du s 
0 k 
^ K2n f { / <p{\Ru + y)-f{y)\)dy}du^K2q>^ov\ji,f^. 
From this and (1. 2) we obtain (1. 1). 
L e m m a 6. If fix) £ <p (L) then 
fflJ-^-,/1 ® K(<P)<P ̂<p{n{jF(z)dz- f F{z)dz]^, 
where cp(x) denotes the inverse function of <p (x) and F{z) has the same meaning as 
in Lemma 1. 
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k+i 
P r o o f . Set 
«(/) = a„(i) = n f \f(u)\du = ak s 0 for t€ 
A: fc+1 
w n 
(k = 0, 1, ...,/7—1). Denote by the nondecreasing rearrange-
ment of the sequence {a*}©-1- Then 
1 k +1 
<1.3) 
n-2 I j 
^ 2 <¡»(k+i-«*D— s — <p(b,^1-bn_2). k= 0 n tl 
dt s 
Set B={t:t£[0, 1], a ( i )=A„- i} - Then it is clear that for arbitrary sets B^aB 
with and £ c : [ 0 , 1] with \E\ = we have 
bn_l-bn_2 = n[ f <x(t)dt-^-\ ==«(/ cc{t)dt^ sup f <x(t)dt), 
N ) E £,c[0,l]-£ E( 
and thus 
( 1 . 4 ) ' s u sup { f CL(t)dt- sup fa(t)dt\, 
iwnn«-íí £,C[0,1]-E£ 
Since (p(\a\) ^ (p(\a + b\ + \b\) s K(cp){(pQa + b\) + (p(\b\)}, we obatin 
(1.5) cp(\a + b \ ) ^ K M W \ ) - ( p m ) -





<P « - « ( 0 dt-K2f (p(\\f(t)\-<x(t)\)dt s 
^^-cpin sup { [ a(t)dt- sup f a ( í ) í / / } ) - , • / ] ) • 
|E| = • \El\-
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Hence we obtain that 
—,/|| S — (pin sup { fx(t)dt — sup fct(t)dt\ , 
which implies, by (p{ca)^c<p{d) (aSO, c S l ) , that 
(1.6) \n<p ci^ —,/ s n sup { [a(t)dt- sup f<x(t)dt\. 
A K \ n ) ) ) ¿<=[0,1] E,c[0,11-E^ ' 
n n 
An easy computation gives that 
sup { foi(t)dt— sup foc(t)dt 
Ec[0 , l ] 1 / E^IO.l l-E^ ' 
^ sup { / 1 / ( 0 1 dt- sup / 1 / ( 0 1 dt\-2 sup J\\m\-a(t)\dt. 
£c[0,l] £,c[0,l]-£ ¿1 ' AC[0,1] ^ 
• 16,1 = 4 • n n n 
This and (1. 6) imply 
q>{n sup { / 1 / ( 0 1 dt- sup / | / ( 0 I - • V E c [ 0 , l ] l | E^O.IJ-E " 
1*1=4 .|E,| = 4 n n 
M|= _ 
Consequently, by Lemma 3 arid Lemma 5, we have 
(p in sup { / 1/(01 dt- sup / 1/(01 dt}) ^ 
|E|=4 . |Eil= — 
S ^sjn^sup^ /(||/(0I -*(t)\)dt + n(p , / J j j s 
4 4 
M I = 4 
li K<-nq> 
Hence, by Lemma 1, the statement of Lemma 6 immediately follows. 
16 A 
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L e m m a 7. I f f ( x ) £ ( p ( L ) then 
(1.7) F(2~") K(<p) { / cp ( | / ( x ) | ) dx + £ <p (2k <p(co„(2"\/))) j 
for any n = 1, wAere F(z) Z/ÖJ the same meaning as in Lemma 1. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 6 we have 
K19(2k<p(coip(2-k,m^2k{f F(z)dz — f F(z)dz) 
0 2 - k 
and 
2 - k - l 2 - k 
K1(ß(2k+1<p(coip(2-k-i,n))s2k+1{f F(z)dz— f F(z)dz), 
0 2-«-' 
whence 
K2<p(2k<p(co9(2-k,f)))s2k(2 f F(z)dz- f F(z)dz) ^ 
0 2 - f c 
a F(2-k-1)-F(2~k). 
Summing up this inequality f rom 1 to «—1 we obtain (1.7). 
• L e m m a 8. If f{x)£<pp(L) and R=22p+1, then 
l 
f cp (F(x)) dx J (p (F(x)) dx + K{cp) <p [co,, , / 
~Rn 
•for any « 5 1 . 
P r o o f . Set 
and 
E? = {x: X6[0 ,1 ] , | / (X) | = F ( ^ ) } . 
If \E*\ < then define y so that 
Rn 
fu r thermore let 
En =(En** 0(0,7)) \JE* 
If | £ * | then set E„ = E* . 
J\n 
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First we estimate the integral of rp( | /(x) |) on En. Let ij/n(x) be the same function 
as in Lemma 5. By (1) we have 
Hence 
(1. 8) f <p{\f(x)\)dx S 2"{ f<p(\f(x)-4,n{x)\)dx+ f <p|(|^n(x)|)i/x}. 
E„ • E„ EN 
Since <p (x) is increasing on [0, in view of Lemma 1 we also have 
i 
Rn 
f <p(\Rx)\)dx = f <p{F(x))dx 
E„ 0 
(see also [6], p. 29), and by Lemma 5 
j (p{\m-^nix)\)dx ^ 
consequently (see (1. 8)) 
i 
(1.9) f <P(F(x)) dx = Kl(p f ~ , / j j + £ (p(max 
But 
n 
max \i{/n(x)\ ^ n 
J F(x) dx, 
o thus by Lemma 3 
i 
(¡9 (max |iA„W|) ^ 2pn f (p(F(x))dx. 
o 
Therefore, b y (1.9) and by the definition of R, we have 
i i 
l 
.^/s:^ + / <p(F(x))^ + i f<p(F(x))dx, 
whence the statement of Lemma 8 follows. 
16» 
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L e m m a 9. If f(x)£<p(L) (<p(x) = <pp(x)) and E = (4[p+ l j + 2)" 1 , then 
} ^ f w j A s ^ j i k - ' f ^ j i , / 
for any n S1. 
P r o o f . Set p= 2 [ / > + l ] + l . Since 2»>R=22p+l, by Lemma 8 we have 
2 - N - N 2 - n 
(1.10) f <p(F(x))dx = ( / + / )<p(F(x))dx * 
0 • 0 2-*-" 
Furthermore it is clear that 
2 — n 2 " " " 
(1.11) 2 / / <P(F{x))dx = n j <p(F(x))dx. 
k=n 2 - f c - M 2 ~ 1 0 
Thus, by (1. 10) and (1. 11), we get 
oo 2-fc 2-" 
(1.12) f / (F(x)) dx ^ 2(i { / ? ( F ( x ) ) < / x + / i 1 ? K ( 2 ~ " , / ) ) } . 
k=n 2-k-n 2-"-" 
Let JV= 2//, and, furthermore, let us define for every « s i 
2 - n 
an= J cp(F{x))dx, bn = Ki(pK(2"'',/)) 
and 
NN ' NN 
«n = 2 ak, P„= 2 bk-
t=(n-l)JV+l fc = (n-l)iV+l 
Considering (1. 12) we have 
(1.13) 2 o k ^ N ( a n + bn). k=n 
Since 0, by (1. 13) we obtain that, fo r any nonnegative integers m arid j, 
2 ai= 2 ak= 2 ak = N(amN+1_j + bmN+1-j). (=m +1 fc=miV+l t=miV + l -y 
Hence, taking 1, 2, . . . , iV and summing up, we get 
» N MN 
AT 2 a ^ N 2(amN+i-j + bmN+i-j) = N 2 (an + bk) = N(am + pJ. 
i=m+1 y=l fc=(m-l)JV+l 
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Consequently 
2  ai — Xm + Pm-
i = m+ 1 
Multiplying this inequality by max (2 m _ 2 , 1) for all m, 1 by summing and 
simplifying we obtain 1 
(1.14) 2" - 1 2 «1^*1+01+2 V-Hk-
i = n + l k=2 . . . . 
Inserting the definitions of a ; and /?,-, from (1. 14) it follows that 
CO N a kN 
2"-1 2 ak^ 2(.cik + bk)+> 2 2 ' - 2 2 b t , 
k = nN+1 fc=l 4=2 i=(fc-l)AT+l 
that is 
OO 2 ~ K 
(1.15) - 2 f <p(F(x))dx ^ 
k = nN+ 1 2 - i - t 
2-{2 1 f qo(F{x))dx+2K, 2 i»K(2-4,/))+ 1 2^(^(2-<'-'>",/))}. 
By (1. 15) it is clear that 
2-(nW + l) . r 1 • • 
(1 .16 ) f <p{F(x))dx^2-"\2N f <p(F(x))dx + 2NKl<p(<D9U,f))+. 
o l o 
fc=2 J 
S ^ ((p)2~" { / (F(x))«fc + 5 2 > ( « 0 , ( 2 - « / ) ) } • 
If 2 " N + 1 ^ w < 2 ( n + 1 ) N + 1 , then from (1. 16) it follows with e = (4[/>+ 1J + 2 ) - 1 = 
that 
± ' 2, ' 
(1.17) / I f cp(F(x))dx + 2 2V(a» , (2 -* w , / ) ) . 
0 w lo 1 = 1 J 
The estimation of the sum of the right-hand side is very easy. Indeed, we have 
2 2 
clogm eiogm fk 2kN ( ( 1 )) 
k=l fc=l ^ /— ,)iV -f 1 I JJ 
2 
-2"*11 WV]) * v MM)* 
inserting this into (1. 17), w ; obtain the statement of Lemma 9. 
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§ 2. Proof of the theorems 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let F(x) be the same function as in Lemma 1. Since 
for any nonnegative nondecreasing function / (« ) on [0, 
}l{\m\)dx= }i{F(x))dx 
o o 
(see [6], p. 29), it is sufficient to prove (5) for F{x). 
Set 
E„ = {x:x£[0,1], n^F(x)^n+ 1}, (« = 0,1, . . . ) . 
It is clear that EnEm= 0 if n^m, Z En= [0, 1], and if En= {a n + 1 , a„} then a n | 0 as „ , n = 0 ft Put 
. An= fn<p(F(x))dx. 
Then A„ -»0 as n — and thus for n^n0 
<p(l) & A„ s a„<p(n) 5 a„n<p(l), 




(2.1) A.* J <p(F(x))dx' («s«0). 
o 
To prove (5) we split the integral into an infinite sum and then make an Abel-trans-
formation; thus we obtain 
/= / <p(F(x))A(F(x))dx = ¡J fcp(F(x))dxZ~^ 
J n=oEJn *=i k 
^ Z ^ y Z ¡<P{F{x))dx= 
fc= 1 k n=k ¡f k=ik n 
From this, (4), and (2. 1), by using Lemma 9, we get that 
I ^ K(<p)kZ ^ { i rt-\<p (a>„ [ i , / j j + j cp(F(x))rfx} ^ 
^ K«p)kZ ¿ f e }<P№))dx + K{cp) 1 n*-> (a,,[I, 
=1 K((p, X) fcp (F(x)) dx + K(<p,X) Z—<P U* f - , / ] 
o >1=1 n ( yn ) 
whence (5) obviously follows. 
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The proof is thus complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. To prove (7) we use Lemma 4 and 7. It is clear that 
(2.2) I = / j ( l / M I ) e ( | / (* ) | ) dx = / (F(x)) e (F(x)) dx = 
0 0 
= 2 h ( F ( * ) ) e № ) < f e s ¿ 2 - « - ^ ( F ( 2 - " - 1 ) ) e ( F ( 2 - " - 1 ) ) . a=0 2 -n- l n=0 
Since, by (1), decreases (<p(x) denotes the inverse of <p(x)), for any c S 1 
and a s 0 we have 
^(ca) ^ c<p(a). 
This and (1. 7) imply 
F(2~") ^Kl2n.' 
Using this inequality, (6) and (1. 7), by (2. 2) we have 
I 
2 - " e ( 2 « w ( 
n = 0 0 Ks k=1 
n=l o 
+ K3 2 2 - " e ( 2 " ) ^ f 2 <5(2>(a> i >(2- f c , / )))) <p(\f(x)\)dx + 
n = 0 ' *=1 
(2.3) 
+ ^ 5 i 2 - " e ( 2 n ) v f J S 
«=0 u= i<=2 ' t - '+ i ' T ' / 
Applying Lemma 4, by (6), we obtain 
This and (2. 3) imply (7), and this completes the proof. 
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